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We propose and demonstrate the concept of a contra-directional coupler between a W1 and a slotted photonic crystal 

waveguide. The bandwidth and operating wavelength of such a coupler can be controlled via its geometrical parameters, and 

power transfer is not periodic unlike in the more familiar co-directional case. Light of specific wavelengths can be extracted 

from the W1 mode into air slot modes using this design, with W1/slot coupling efficiencies of up to 99 ± 1 %, and 

waveguide extracted coupling efficiencies of up to 51 ± 12 % demonstrated experimentally. Combining several of these 

couplers in series, we demonstrate the spectral filtering functionality on-chip. The device therefore combines the well-known 

sensing function of the slotted waveguide geometry with the spectrometer function, thus uniting two essential biosensor 

functions in a monolithic device.   © 2014 Optical Society of America 
 

 
Slotted photonic crystals (SPhCs) [1-5] have recently 
demonstrated promise in a number of applications, such 
as biosensing [6-8], gas detection [9, 10] and optical 
modulation [11, 12] due to the strong confinement of light 
within the contents of the ~100 nm scale air slot. This 
confinement gives greater light interaction with the slot 
content than a standard photonic crystal does, thus 
leading to a stronger dependence of the SPhC spectrum 
on the refractive index of its contents. The dispersive 
properties of slotted waveguides can, however, be very 
different from those of the more familiar W1 type, making 
coupling difficult. Several solutions [11, 13, 14] have been 
proposed as in-line couplers for SPhCs, each with different 
levels of efficiency and bandwidth. The side-coupled 
geometry has only been recently explored for coupling into 
slotted waveguides [15]. We here show a new W1 side 
coupled mechanism that can not only be used for coupling 
into SPhCs, but can also be easily tuned to give 
wavelength and bandwidth selectivity, which is 
advantageous for filtering applications. The contra-
directional nature of this coupling mechanism also gives 
potential for combining the spectrometric and sensing 
functions in a single device for Lab-on-a-chip applications. 

The fundamental modes of a SPhC has a dispersion 
curve with gradient of opposite sign to that of a standard 
W1 as shown in Fig 1.  The mode profile of a slotted 
waveguide also differs greatly from W1 and strip 
waveguides, thus matching of the modes requires a 
suitable coupler.  We have previously used a coupler 
based on enlarged defects at the edge of the photonic 
crystal lattice and demonstrated its high efficiency and 
large bandwidth [14].   

An alternative solution is to place the SPhC and the W1 
in a side-coupled geometry.  In this case the W1 and SPhC 
defects are considered within the same crystal lattice, but 
separated by several rows of holes.  The corresponding 
bandstructures were computed using the MPB frequency 
domain package [16], and are shown in Fig 2, for a crystal 
of effective index 2.7, radius 0.294a and slot width 0.27a, 

where a is the lattice constant. Here the close proximity of 
the SPhC and W1 results in an anti-crossing point, and 
hence a mini stopband being formed between the two 
fundamental modes of each defect. The bandwidth and 
frequency of this mini stopband can be controlled by 
simply changing the geometry of the lattice. A wider stop 
band results from placing the two defects closer together, 
whilst the frequency of the stopband is controlled by the 
width of the slot or the radius/position of the holes. The 
difference in gradient of the W1 and SPhC modes 
therefore results in light propagating in one structure to 
be back reflected into the other at the anti-crossing point, 
or in other words, to be contra-directionally coupled.   

Fig. 1. Bandstructure and lattice geometry 

(inset) of (a) W1 defect photonic crystal. (b) 

Slotted defect photonic crystal. Dashed line 

indicates light line  
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We studied the transmission properties of this structure 
with 2D Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) 
simulations.  The period of the photonic crystal was 
chosen to be 440 nm and the structure length was varied 

(23, 59 and 82 µm), whilst the other parameters were the 
same as the MPB simulations mentioned above. Fig 3a) 
shows the field profile of light coupled between the two 
defects for a spacer of 6 rows of holes. The corresponding 
W1 throughput, and the light dropped into the SPhC, are 
shown in Fig 3 b) and c). As expected from coupled mode 
theory [17], we find that structures with greater SPhC/W1 
separation have narrower bandwidth, but require longer 
interaction length to transfer the same level of power. 
Simulations predict that an 82 micron long slot with a 
spacer of 6 rows of holes has a coupling efficiency of up to 
87 % at the central wavelength of the filter, and a 

bandwidth of 6 nm (Full Width at Half Maximum, 
FWHM) as shown in Fig 3. Coupling efficiencies are 
calculated relative to the transmission of the W1 
waveguide feeding the slot. The main differences with co-
directional couplers is that light decays exponentially 
from one waveguide into the other, rather than being 
periodically exchanged [17], and couples into the 
backwards propagating mode of the output waveguide. 
The length of the coupling region is therefore less critical 
than a co-directional coupler; increasing the length just 
extracts more of the light. Alternatively, the separation 
distance can be reduced, which increases the bandwidth 
and reduces the required interaction length. Whilst 
contra-directional coupling has already been shown 
between photonic crystal waveguides [18, 19], and 
between waveguides and photonic crystals [20, 21], we 
show here for the first time (to our knowledge) the contra-
directional coupling between a W1 and a slotted photonic 
crystal waveguide. The other advantage of this approach 
is that the light extraction can be made wavelength-
specific. This specificity not only allows light to be 
transferred between different media (from silicon into the 
slot), but the strong light matter interaction in the slotted 
architecture is also particularly attractive for sensing 
applications.   

Fig. 2. Anti-crossing point created in 

bandstructure between SPhC and W1 

separated by a spacer of (a) 6 rows of 

holes, (b) 3 rows of holes. Units 

normalized to period a. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. a) Field profile of Ez component at a 

coupled wavelength and b) Simulated 

transmission spectrum of W1 and c) Slot 

channels of coupler of different lengths. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. SEM image of a fabricated structure.  
 



To test these designs experimentally, we fabricated 
structures in Silicon-on-Insulator substrates (220 nm top 
layer thickness) using electron beam lithography, reactive 
ion etching (RIE) and hydrofluoric acid (HF) undercutting 
to membrane the SPhC as previously described in [7, 14]. 
The geometrical parameters were chosen according to the 
simulated values. To measure transmission, the crystals 

were mounted into an end-fire setup, with light being 
provided from an ASE (1520-1620 nm, 50 mW), and sent 
via single mode fibres and lenses into and out of the chip. 
The spectrum was then measured using an optical 
spectral analyser, and normalized to a standard optical 
waveguide to remove the shape of the ASE. The interface 

described in [14] was used to couple light from the slot 
mode into a waveguide that looped around the crystal 
before terminating at the back facet of the chip, as can be 
inferred from the bottom of Fig. 4a. An SEM image of a 
device and the measured transmission spectra are shown 
in Fig 4. Photonic crystals of the same W1/SPhC geometry 
but of different length and spacers were also fabricated 
and measured.  The results are shown in Figs 5, 6 and in 

Table 1. Coupling efficiencies are calculated at the central 
wavelength of the coupled light, relative to the W1 
transmission. Two coupling efficiencies can be inferred. 
The first we call the W1/slot coupling efficiency which is 
determined by comparing the dip in the W1 spectrum 
with the baseline transmission as depicted by the dashed 
lines in Fig 5a).  This is the light coupled from the W1 into 

the SPhC.  The second efficiency we term the extracted 
efficiency which is the ratio of the peak of the slot drop 
spectrum to the base level of the W1 as shown in Fig 5 b).  
This efficiency corresponds to the amount of light actually 
measured from the waveguide extracting light from the 
slot channel.  This efficiency is lower due to losses 
between the SPhC and waveguide. The level of coupling 
between the W1 and SPhC is lower than that predicted by 
simulation (50 ± 10 % W1/SPhC efficiency, 9 ± 3 % 
extracted efficiency experimentally and 87 % W1/SPhC 
simulation for a spacer of 6 rows of holes). This difference 
can partly be explained by: losses in the loops and 
slot/waveguide interface, propagation losses, fabrication 
errors, and the fact that the simulation is only 2D.  There 
is however a remaining discrepancy that should be the 
subject of future study. 

Fig. 7. a) Schematic of five filter design b) 

Image of output at back facet c) Measured 

transmission spectrum from each channel. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. a) Measured transmission spectrum 

from 3 row spacer a) W1 through b) slot drop.  

6 row spacer c) W1 d) slot. 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Measured coupling efficiencies versus 

length for 3 row spacer coupler. 

 

 



Next, we used the wavelength and bandwidth 
dependence to implement a filter function. Our design 
consisted of five such W1/SPhC couplers placed in series, 
with each SPhC having a slightly different slot width in 
order to shift the slot mode’s dispersion curve, thereby 
altering the spectral position, and hence the central 
wavelength, of the anti-crossing point. Each device 
therefore filters out a different wavelength from the W1 
bus. Since the waveguide separation remains constant, 
the bandwidth of each channel is identical. In the 
resulting five-filter design, shown in Fig 6, each slot 
therefore extracts a different wavelength of light into its 
own separate channel. The spectra are designed to 
overlap, as this allows finer resolution and higher 
densities of channels to be realised. Greater power 
transfer could also be realised by making the waveguides 
longer. Narrower line width could be achieved by 
increasing the W1/SPhC separation, but this necessitates 
making the structure even longer. The strong interaction 
of the slot mode with the surrounding environment would 
make this design interesting for compact on-chip gas 
absorption detection, as the device could double as a 
sensor and spectrometer. Several channels could be 
designed to match known gas lines, whilst others could be 
used as a reference. As most gases absorb at Mid-IR 
wavelengths, this requires scaling the device up [22], 
whilst the silica in SOI absorbs at Mid-IR wavelengths, 
necessitating the use of different substrate layers such as 
sapphire or the use of undercut strip waveguides [23]. 
Assuming an absorption coefficient of 80 cm-1 CO2 gas at 
the absorption lines around 4 µm [24], free space 
propagation of light over a distance of 200 µm in 400 ppm 
(parts per million) gas would result in absorption of 
approximately 0.1 %. Utilizing slow light effects in slotted 
photonic crystals [2] may allow this number to approach 1 
%, making it a viable sensor for atmospheric gases.  Other 
applications with higher gas concentrations would of 
course have better performance.  All of these issues will be 
the subject of future study. 

In summary, we have demonstrated that light can be 
coupled between W1 and slotted photonic crystals contra-
directionally, and that the frequency and bandwidth of 
this coupling can be controlled via the geometric 
parameters. As SPhCs can have a free spectral range of 
more than 200 nm, can operate at almost any non-
absorbing wavelength in silicon through scaling of the 
period, and that the bandwidth can be varied as shown in 
Table 1, then they can be useful for on-chip spectrometer 
functions. The added benefit of the strong light-matter 
interaction in the slot mode makes the design particularly 
attractive for dual use as a sensor and spectrometer. 
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